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1.0 Purpose 
  
 The purpose of SOP 6.8 is to describe procedures for imaging on small animals in NCRC.  
 

2.0 Scope 
 

SOP 6.8 is intended to cover all resources, personnel and equipment in the BCR laboratory and 
NCRC animal imaging locations. 

 

3.0 Materials 
No. Name Description Storage Location 

1.0 Luciferin IP Injection agent Freezer #2 B026-
314S 

2.0 Insulin syringes Cat# 14-826-79 B026-314S-A 

3.0 Alcohol prep pads  B026-314S-A 

4.0 Isoflurane Anesthetizing agent Stock on bench my 
sink in imaging 

room G006 

 

4.0 Procedure 
 

4.1   The first step in the imaging process is to gain access to the imaging facilities by 
completing a NCRC Access form for imaging core specifically according to CMI instructions 
(complete the yellow high-lighted sections, choose the classification that applies to you, 
either faculty, staff, student or temp employee, check the “vivarium” box and have Dr. 
Wicha sign for the authorizing issuance section.  Leave the blue high-lighted sections blank 
for CMI to complete) and fax that into 734-615-1599 or (734) 763-7870.  Clearance is 
usually granted within 1 week and access information will be e-mailed to each individual 
along with instructions on how to schedule training at the NCRC imaging core with Amanda 
Fair. She can be contacted at room NCRC B23 G004 and (734) 615-3009 or (734) 763-
7862 and awelton@umich.edu. After your access has been granted, the instrument 
scheduling sheet can be found online 
http://mrsdata.rad.med.umich.edu/ncrc_webcal/login.php, where you log-in with your 
uniquename and 6-digit pin.  We are billed by what is scheduled online so reserve enough 
time to complete your imaging, but just what you need and not extra time.  Analysis can be 
done at no cost at a later time in G005 on the machine set up in there, so DO NOT USE 
IMAGING TIME to analyze.  No animals or PPE allowed in this room! 

 The only entry way is through Building 23 through the vivarium on ground floor to 
room G008, where you will scan your card and type in your 6-digit pin that you 
picked when you completed your NCRC access form.   NOTE: If your pin begins 
with a “zero”, simply skip the zero when entering your pin, then hit the pound key. 

4.2 While imaging, proper PPE is required. All handlers are required to don disposable gowns, 
hair bonnets, shoe covers, gloves and mask which will be located in the grey filing cabinet in 
the G008 hallway by room G006 in the imaging facility. Please refer to the additional 
procedures that are required if you are using BSL-2 animals, the SOP is available in section 

mailto:awelton@umich.edu
http://mrsdata.rad.med.umich.edu/ncrc_webcal/login.php
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10.0 as well as online at the CMI website www.med.umich.edu/cmi/, and a list of all required 
PPE per room in the NCRC imaging facility is posted on the wall next to the grey PPE 
cabinet. 

** If imaging ABSL II animals, you must CHANGE their cages prior to removing them from the 
chemical hazard room.  

 If they HAVE NOT been injected/treated within the last three days, you do not have 
to image them as “hazardous”  

 If they HAVE been treated in the last three days, you MUST image them as 
“hazardous” and change your shoe covers each time you leave the imaging room as 
well as dispose of your PPE in the Chemical Hazard drum. Post a sign on the door 
of G006 to indicate to others that you are imaging hazardous.   

4.3 Animals should be placed on the bench of the room G006 to the right to prepare for 
imaging. There is a cart in the hallway to transport cages from one room to another and can 
be used in the hallway but should NEVER be brought into any of the rooms.   

4.4 First, sign the log book in the room; the person that made the appointment MUST attend 
and sign in and out-you cannot sign someone else up for time.  Also, be sure that the 
shortcode you are recording/using has been approved on a User Agreement Form by Tahra 
and/or Shawn before using the shortcode.  Every shortcode must be approved with Amanda 
before it can be used specifically with the imaging core. 

4.5 Prior to imaging, the Xenogen chamber and induction boxes should be wiped down with 
Virex disinfectant (provided in the room) to prevent contamination of animals. NEVER 
SPRAY DIRECTLY INTO IVIS, rather, spray a paper towel to wipe down the inside.  Due to 
increased animal infection rates, it is required to spray gloves with Virex provided in the 
imaging room in between each cage of animals imaged, to mimic the proper MI technique 
used with dip boxes in the animal rooms, as well as clean the equipment you are using, 
such as nose cones and induction box, in between each cage of animals.   

 The BLI chamber in the imager machine must be lined with a heavyweight, black 
stock paper, on top of black plastic square, prior to placing animals within (this is 
provided by the imaging facility in labeled drawer).   

 Setup the IVIS machine with nose cones and dividers.  

4.6 On the desktop at the imaging station: click and open the icon labeled ‘Living Image 4.0’.  
 

NOTE: Up until April 2010 the older version of the Living Image Software used for our studies was v.2.6. Because of the update to the 

software please read about the changes that may occur. The older v.2.x versions of Living Image calculate ROI values without  
including pixels which your ROI line intersects. The new versions of Living Image, including v.3.0 and v.4.0, count the pixels which your line 
crosses as you draw your ROI. This change should be very small and should not greatly impact your analysis unless your ROIs are drawn 
through regions containing high signal intensities. If you have any further questions and/or concerns about these changes please feel free to 
contact Caliper Life Sciences Tech Support at 1-877-522-2447.  

 

 Use your initials or the primary investigators initials for the USER ID and click 
“done”.  

4.7 On the computer, click Users  Wicha 
Create a new folder with today’s date and researcher’s initials Use the following 
format “Researcher Last Name, Date” (For example: “LIU 062309”)    

4.8 In the IVIS Acquisition Control Panel box located on the lower right hand corner click on 
initialize IVIS system 

http://www.med.umich.edu/cmi/
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 Click Initialize (bottom right).  It will take several minutes for the camera 

temperature to get high enough and complete initializing (the temperature box 

will be red during this time). 

 After initialized, the system status should read “Xenogen” and the temperature box 
will be green.  DO NOT continue if the temp box is still red. 

 Change the Field of View to D (default is C) 

 Put a check mark next to Luminescent and Photograph 

 Can use Auto Exposure for the first time when imaging  

 After, follow the settings (or adjust as necessary) produced by the auto 
exposure.  

 Usually, 5-15 secs, medium binning for Fatpad injected mice, f/stop 1 

 30 secs, medium binning for IC injected mice, f/stop 1 
4.9 Next Select a folder for auto-saving each image:  

 In the top menu bar, select Acquisition  Auto-Save To 

 Select previously created folder 
4.10 Check the level of Isoflurane in the anesthesia machine (make sure liquid is seen 

between the 2 white arrows) and if it is necessary to add more, the stock is located on the 
table, just unscrew side silver knob and add isoflurane using tube tool. 

4.11 Turn on the XG2-8 Gas Anesthesia system-Oxygen pump (green knob) set to “on” at all 
times (do not ever turn off Oxygen), IVIS flow pump and chamber pump turned on, and 
Isoflurane set to “2” or “2.5” by pushing down on little black lever and turning large silver dial 
to 2.5. Place a clean paper towel on the bottom of induction chamber before placing the 
mice inside.  

4.12 Inject 10 units (on syringe, or 100 uL) of Luciferin into one mouse via an Intraperitoneal 
injection, and place mouse into induction chamber. Protect any Luciferin from light that is 
not being used immediately.  Label the tail of each animal in the cage with 1-5 in black 

permanent marker.  Wait 10 minutes after injecting mice before imaging. 
4.13 Place the mice facing down (belly side down) into the chamber making sure their noses 

are completely inside the nose cones. Ensure that their legs are straight and all limbs are 
within the grid lines. 

 On the computer check box labeled “alignment grid” and make sure the mice are 
lying within the grid lines in the machine.  Anything laying outside the gridlines will 
not be imaged/included on the image produced. 

4.14 Exposure time will vary between 5 seconds- 30 secs (this time will eventually decrease 
as metastasis becomes visible and the image will become saturated if exposure time is too 
long)   

 Click “acquire” 
4.15 After the imaging appears: 

 Write the experiment name by creating a label from the Edit Image Labels box (this 

box will appear automatically). Write the label in the Experiment box.  
4.15..1 Label the image using the Experiment set, cage number & treatment 

group Ex) 11310 Cage 1 Ctrl 
4.15..2 You can edit the image label information after acquisition if necessary:  

1. Open an image 

2. Select Edit  image Labels on the menu bar 
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3. In the edit image labels box that appears, edit the information 
 

4.16 Use the features in the Tool palette:  

 Reduce the background (usually when imaged at 30 seconds, this needs to be 
adjusted):  

a. Under drop-down menu Image Adjust, move the “Min” bar to the right.  

b. Manually place an ROI (square or circle) on the image from the ROI tools 
dropdown menu-place ROI only over the place where the injection was (can cut 
off tail with squares-get as tight around the mouse as possible with squre):  

i.Square = IC, Circle = FP 

c. To measure: Click the Measure Button (not labeled, the pencil icon next to the 
circle and square dropdown menus) 

4.17 Prior to saving the image, click Info pull-down menu from top of image. Image info 
saved under “edit image labels” (step 4.16) will now appear at the top of the save image, or 

you will not be able to distinguish between images. Save the image by exiting out of the 
image window. It will prompt you to save data.  

 IMPORTANT: If you do not pull down the image information, it will not save on the 
image, it can only be accessed through the Living Image 4.0 software. 

4.18 Turn the mice to a face up position (belly side up). Position the mice in the machine as 
before 

 Repeat Imaging Steps 4.13 through 4.17 
4.19 If there are additional mice to be imaged, repeat steps 4.11 through 4.18  
4.20 When complete, close the previous window and save the data to the user folder and 

also save to a jump drive. Data is removed from the imager computer every 2-3 months so 
it will be lost permanently if not saved to a jump drive. 

4.21 Make sure Isoflurane is turned off by twisting the silver dial to zero and turn off 

the pump, but leave on/open either the IVIS flow or chamber knob.  ALWAYS leave 

oxygen (green knob) on.  Leave induction chamber box lid closed but unclamped. 

4.22 Clean out the IVIS chamber and close Living Image 4.0 software. NEVER turn off the 

IVIS machine or touch the gas valves. 
4.23 Log your imaging time in the Biolum 1 logbook which should exactly match the time 

signed up for and the shortcode used when reserving time online.  
4.24 Clean PPE and paper products can be disposed of in the regular garbage; a biological 

waste container and chemical wate container are available in the room for any 
contaminated PPE (if biohazard mice were imaged).  

4.25 Return mice to specific animal housing rooms only, not to original housing after imaged: 
B26 G13S for biocontainment imaged cages or B26 G13N for general animal housing. 

 Discard all PPE in the PPE trash receptacle at the door of the imaging facility before 
leaving.  

4.26 Other rooms available for use in imaging core area are (must be approved on animal 
use protocol and brief training session completed with Amanda first): 

Building 23 G011 (non-hazardous procedure space) open M, W, Th from 10am-3pm or by request 
through Amanda 

Building 23 G012 general temporary animal housing 
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Building 23 G013 (hazardous procedure/euthanasia space) unrestricted access 

Building 23 G014 (non-hazardous euthanasia space) unrestricted access 

   

5.0 Applicable References 
5.1 General NCRC CMI Training Information sheet posted in Section 10.0 
5.2 Michigan Small Animal Imaging Resource/In Vivo Cellular and Molecular Imaging Center 

SOP “Imaging Analysis Room Use at NCRC CMI” in Section 10.0 
5.3 Michigan Small Animal Imaging Resource/In Vivo Cellular and Molecular Imaging Center 

SOP “Procedure for Rodents Entering the Center for Molecular Imaging (CMI) area of 
NCRC for Bioluminescent or Fluorescent Imaging” in Section 10.0 

5.4 Michigan Small Animal Imaging Resource/In Vivo Cellular and Molecular Imaging Center 
SOP “Procedure for Imaging Rodents Harboring Biological or Chemical Hazards at NCRC 
CMI” in Section 10.0 

5.5 Michigan Small Animal Imaging Resource/In Vivo Cellular and Molecular Imaging Center 
SOP “Procedure for Scheduling Imaging Time on the NCRC IVIS Spectrum” in Section 10.0 

5.6 The Center for Molecular Imaging IVIS Spectrum Bioluminescence Protocol in Section 10.0 
5.7 Michigan Small Animal Imaging Resource/In Vivo Cellular and Molecular Imaging Center 

SOP “Procedure Room Use at NCRC CMI” in Section 10.0 
5.8 Michigan Small Animal Imaging Resource/In Vivo Cellular and Molecular Imaging Center 

SOP “Euthanasia Room Use at NCRC CMI” in Section 10.0 
5.9 The Center for Molecular Imaging IVIS Spectrum Fluorescence Protocol in Section 10.0 
5.10 Handout on how to turn off anesthesia system (with illustration) in Section 10.0 
5.11 IVIS Spectrum Information packet in Section 10.0 
5.12 Contact Amanda Fair (CMI core) for more information.  
5.13 SOP 4.27: Preparation of Luciferin 
 

6.0 Change Description 

 

Revision Date Reference Description of Change 

1.0 4/19/10  Updates to Imaging SOP, Living Image Software 
change to version 4.0 

2.0 9/24/12 T.L. Updated location, access information, luciferin prep 

3.0 8/21/14 TL Added how to enter your pin if starts with zero, using 
Virex in between cages, mouse housing after imaging, 
where to find additional CMI materials  

 


